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1 EXECUTIVE‘SESSION

2

Thursday, October 10, 1*175

5 United States Senate,

6 Select Committee to Study Governmental

Operations With Respect to

8 Intelligence Activities,

9 Washington, D. c.

If The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:25 o’clock

a .m. in Room 407, The Capitol, the Honorable Richard Schweiker 

presiding.

Present: Senator Schweiker (presiding).

Also present: Frederick Baron and Rhett Dawson, Profes

sional Staff Members.

r .
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1 PROCEEDINGS

2 Senator Schweiker. Would .you’’ raite your right hand?

5

give

so

Do

is

help

you

the

you

solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,

God?

6 Mr. Tweedy. I do.

7 Senator Schweiker. It has been nice meeting you.

0

b

9

Mr. Tweedy. Thank you very much

(Whereupon , Senator Schweiker left the hearing room.)

r. (Discussion off the record.)

1C

from

Mr. Baron. Mr. Tweedy, you have just received the oath

Senator Schweiker, who has now left the room, and you ar*.

under no obligation to continue to testify in his absence, but

obviously the Committee would appreciate it

would continue to testify.

you willing to continue to testi fy

greatly i f you

in the Senator's

absence?

Mr. Tweedy. I plan to testify fully.

You are willing to to the truth as hMr.

as you car. do it?

Mr.

I will indeed.

Are you aware that

counsel?

Mr.

Mr. Baron. appearing here voluntarily without

TOP SECRET
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counsel?

Mr. Tweedy I am.

Are you also aware that you may cease answering

questions at any wish to consult with counsel?point if you

Tweedy.Mr. I am

of your Consti-Mr. Baron.

rights are Intact, Including your Fifthtutional Amendment

silent?

Tweedy. I am.Mr.

Baron.

a set of documents which ware notus proceed to review

attempt here. available to us in your first

we coveredold ground thattoday is not to go over a lot of

focus our concerns on a fewto

of an assassination olot■ i: main events in the alleged story

IV these documents.

October 26th, 1960.

referredThe document

to was marked Twaadv

Exhibit No. 1 for

ident i f ication.)

TOP SECRET

r. Baron

to the

exam ir.a tion . The

All right then.

Finally, are* you aware that all

•; rights to remain

in your first examination but

If " against Lumumba, and to refresh your recollection by review of

Let me introduce as Exhibit 1 a cable from Allen Dulles

Leopoldville Station, marked for Robert Guthman on

w



TESTIMONY OF BRONSON TWEEDY

2
Mr. Baron. Wa discussed this cabla in your previous 

appearance, did we not?
. I
’* I Mr. Tweedy. August 26th.
J | May I correct the date? It is August 26th.

6 | Mr. Baron. Certainly.

) Mr. Tweedy. It is rather Important.
i
j Mr. Baron. It is August 26th.
I

y । Mr. Tweedy. Yes, we did indeed discuss it the last time.

3’ p Mr. Baron. After you took another look at this cable
It

1 • ■■ this morning before wa went on the record, you made a remark to 

J •' the effect that this cable was a source of authority as far a?

1 ' i you were concerned at the time.

3 •« ji Is that your impression now?

1 -1' !l Mr. Tweedy. Yas.
i;
1Let just add to tha«- a bit. The cable per se I did not 

:J ii
1 ‘ remember, but it is perfectly obvious the cable is the authority

1f' When I first talked to Mr. Bissell about this, he certainly 

j ■' implied the only reason the subject was being raised is because

• it had been of national policy level concern. I do not thin'-:

k it could be more clear-cut than. that. This was basically, this 

was the formal expression of that bv the Director himself.

I cannot remember which came first, did I see this cable 

first, or did I talk to Mr. Bissell first. I suspect that 1 

talked to Mr. Bissell first. It must hava bean absolutely i r.’

TOP SECRET



the same time period.

Thia merely confirmed what I think I probably heard from 

Mr. Bissell first.

Mr. Baron. In this discussion with Mr. Bissell, you are 

referring to the subject of getting access to Lumumba for the 

purpose of assassination.

Mr. Tweedy. I think it probably came up in the sense that 

the thrust 6f the American position was that there was no 

solution in the Congo without the fall from power of Mr. Lumumba 

and no measure should be overlooked to achieve this -- constitu

tional, revolutionary and indeed, executive action, if you want 

to ca11 it that.

Mr. Baron. Meaning assassination?

Mr. Tweedy. Yes.

But none of these possible measures were excluded, and the 

main point was that uvarybody agreed that Lumumba, had to go or 

wo wore in for very serious trouble in the Congo.

Mr. Baron. You were refarrina a moment aqo in discussinQ 

this cable from Allan Dulles to the fact that when you first 

discussed ths possibility cf assassination Lumumba as one moans 

of removing him from powt-.r with Richard Bissell, Bissell raferi’p. 

to this cable.

Mr. Tweedy. No, I would have seen this cable when it wen* 

out. T am afraid you cannot pin me down on this, becauss I 

cannot remember the saqutneo of events. It would have been a 

TOP SECRET



perfectly natural follow-up to my dlscuaalon with Bissell. It 

is conceivable that this want out before I talked to Bissell, 

do not exclude that, but the two were totally in tandem.

Mr. Baron. Having taken a look at all of the documents 

that w« are about to introduce into the record today, before 

we begin taking your testimony on the record, are you able to 

pinpoint with any more precision your initial discussion with 

Mr. Bissell of the prospect of assassinating Lumumba?

Mr. Tweedy. Pinpoint it in terms of time?

Mr. Baron. Yes.

Mr. Tweedy. No, not in terms of time. I can onlv assume

Hr. Baron. It would have taken place shortly before this 

Allan Dulles cable?

Mr. Tweedy. Either shortly before, or shortly after, 

because the next series of cables obviously get the show, as 

it ware, on the road.

May I comment just generally on those cables as a group? 

Theta are no surprises in them as far as I am concerned, in 

terms of derail. Much of it, even to this dav, I still do no*- 

r emember .

One aspect emerges very clearly for me, that wa were v-rv 

careful about exaninir.q this on the possibilities of doina 

anything against Lumumba. basically, this whois nariod was a 

Scries of exchanges with the field who were seakina, as you c?. 

See from that cable traffic, various measures that might parfo

TOP SECRET



datai1s

or achieve the goal

by any means limited

means which appeared

including* indeed assassination

tothat, that we were in trouble

secure * particularly means which

but not

f indinq

kept the

U.S. hand hidden. It is the to and from, and the atmosphere

it

no

it which is vary familiar to m«) the details of it, much of

even on reading them, is rather unfamiliar to me. I found

surprises in it.

Mr. Baron. Having refreshed your recollection by reviewing

these cables, can you add any greater specificity to the record

bout the substance of your conversations with Richard Bissell

n the possibility of assassinating Lumumba?

Mr. 'IVasdy. I think what, wa used to do, as T remember

,er. it came to the technical exchange with *he Station on onr.

sset versus another, the possible security weakness of this

versus the

largely to mt.

to time review

possible strengths of another, Bissell left this

I do not mean to say that we did not from time

it. fits did not debate with me

jujwas somebody who was worth dealing with or not, because

for example.

Mr . Baron. You

OU?

savi i:<i he wouId ha ve 1 * * t. the oparat ij

The opera*- icr.a 1

.ion that. looked a s s e r. s a ,

promise of success. I do not recall that. wo would discuss

type of a cablt; in detail . As you can

TOP SECRET
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1 a numbar of thorn, because ha wanted to remain familiar with 
I

2 jj thorn.

?• ;J (Discussion off the-record.)

Mr. Daron. Back on the record on this subject.

5 ;| Mr. Tweedy. No, I do not have any further recollection of
I!

6 :i detailed discussions with Bissell on this. On the other hand.

7 it was perfectly clear that he remained actively interested in

h it. I am sure that he was ths one that had the idea of Justin
>)

g : O'Donnell, for example, I think he undoubtedly cams up with
)(. 1 that idea. As you recall, I had forgotten entirely that Justin

1 - ’ O'Doiuell had cvar played a role in this. I am sure when ha

fixed on O’Donnell the possibility t? rssirt •■.he :'.ier of .htati 

j. ' he must have discussed this with him. I can almost say I 

iremember it, but hardly.

j Mr. Baron. Do you have any recollection of what Bissell

p said to you in the series of discussions on the prospect of 

’ ■ assassinating Lumumba about the live! at which the exploration 

i . of this prospect had beer. authorized?

Mr. Tweedy. No. That is the aspect. I was never clear on 

except that it was perfectly clear to me that he was quite 

confide..t that this was -- I am now talking about the eliminati 

of Lumumba by wha tevar means. I am not talking nenes sari 1y 

about assassination; I want to be quite cl-.ar on that.

I was quite clear in my mind that ths policy levels of 

Washington ware agreed that Lumumba must go. I cannot go any

TOP SECRET



further than

said I think

this or that

1?

Wo?'

that. I cannot say, for example, that Blteell

as an Agency we should consider assassination on

this had been discussed with the policy levels

of government. I do not know, and it was

monordoes this cable make clear, but it

that Mr, Dulles felt quite quiet in

any of these aspects

Mr. Baron. Off

with the State

the record.

never made clear to

was perfectly clear

his mind about discussing

Department or the Ambassador.

(Whereupon, a brief

Mr. Baron..

Whoa we stopped,

recess was taken.)

back on ths record now.

discussing your account of your

meetinas with Richard Bissell where the subject of assassinating

Lumumba had arisen among other means that had been considered

9

1

2

5

6

7

8

9

1:

1-: in disposing of Lumumba, Did Richard Bissell ever indicate

] !, directly or indirectly to you that he had the authority of the

President of ths United States for moving forward with an

operation which might include assassinating Lumumba?

Hr. Tweedy. Let me make it quite clear, he certainly

never mentioned the President at all.

Mr. Baron. Ry name?

Mr. Tweedy. By or even by any indication. It was

merely my impression reinforced, either before or

uf this cable Allan Dulles that this was a nolicy

level decision, but the extant to which the Executive had

I; assassination discussed wit-h him at all, I cannot comment on.

Wj

TOP SECRET
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0£ *•'*>

1

2

5

6

7

8

9

1 :>

It is perfectly obvious that the Agency felt that it had

the support of the.Executive in efforts to eliminate Lumumba.

It

if

was at least my impression throughout this whole period that

it ever came down to the point where somebody said, I think

can do it, and we decided upon the means, that someone would

have said,

approval.

would have

well, before we do, obviously there has to be final

I would not have known where the final approval

come from. I would not expect that my correspondence

with the Chief of Station in Leopoldville would result in the

assassination of Mr. Lumumba without further reference.

Baron. You wore under the impression that whatever

steps you were involved in toward eliminating Lumumba, as you

put it, were fully authorized at the highest level of the

government?

Mr. Tweedy. Yes, .1 was.

Mr. Baron. That would include the President?

Mr. Tweedy. I do not really think I can answer that

question, Mr. Baron. When somebody at my level, fairly senior

though it was, receives clear-cut assurances that the policy

wants somethir.c done, c i cu 1 *- for him to

judge whether the President p=.r Sb has

Agency or that he has done. this through his National Security

Advisor, the

j.o way that judge tha*-.

I think it would he quite, misleading if I ware to try to

TOP SECRET
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read into it either then or now

Mr. Baron. Whatever impression you had of the extent of

the authority for the steps that you ware taking to eliminate

Lumumba was derived from your conversations with Richard

Bissell?
5

9

1.' '

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

was

Tweedy

Baron.

Tweedy.

And the cable

And the cable by Allen Dulles

Which merely indicated to me that the Agencv

confident that it had its policy guidance and was thus

acting accordingly.

Mr. Baron. Between this cable on Aunust 26th which

Al1an Du11dfl

mark Inhibit

On September

dispatched to the Congo and the cable w« will now

2, which is a cable from yourself to Leopoldvi1li

19th, marked Eyes Only, Guthman from Jadwin"'

(The document referred

to was marked Tweedy

Exhibit No. 2 for

identification.)

TOP SECRET
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Mr. Baron. Were there any other meetings that you recall

between yourself and Richard Blaaell where

move beyond the exploratory stage to the

in assassinating Lumumba?

5

6

9

10

he asked you to

implementation stagy

Mr. Tweedy. I do not know at all. I

that that ever occurred

just do not recall

Mr. Baron. Let us turn, then, to thia cable.

This cable indicates

Mr. Tweedy.

Mr. Baron.

(Discussion

Baron -

This is the one on the 19th?

Yes.

off the record.)

Back on the record.

This cable begins with your indication to tha

Station that someone was proceeding shortly to the

would announce himself as Sid from Paris.

First of all, to backtrack, Guthman, in thia

the Chief of Station, is that right?

Mr. Tweedy. Correct.

Baroi;. Who we agreed would be

Chief of

Congo who

cable, is

referred to as the

Chief of

TWeedy.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Raron .

Tweedy.

Bar o

or by hfn alias, Hedgmana ,

My pseudonym.

Did you

Thomas

Who was

and Jadwin Is

have a first name in the pseudonvm?

K .

Sid from Paris?

I was trving to think. The identity is Sid

TOP SECRET
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1 Brown. Sid Brown *s a name means nothing to ms.

2 Mr. Baron. If I represent to you that we have had testimony

c- from Sidney GottlieBTthat this identity stood for himself, does 
----------------- -

4 !| that refresh your recollection?

5 Mr. Tweedy. It would not surprise me. It was my assumption

that it probably was, but I could not recall, so I find -- in

7

b

9

!■.

j other words, your explanation, I think, is what I would have 

i. expected.
j Mr. Baron. Do you have any independent recollection of

■ dispatching ‘Sidney Gottllebj on a mission to the Congo?

1 : Mr. Tweedy. I have the most unclear recollection that I

1. * discussed with Mr. Bissell id noy ' Gott 1 i - b ' a goinn *o the --------------------------__J

1, ; Congo. I have no recollections of any conversations 1 had

i ; with Mr. jlottiieb^himself, although I am quite convinced I had 

them.

v. •; In other words,it is inconceivable to me that he would hav- - * J

27 gone.to the Congo without seeing me. I cannot recall the

substance of our discussions, although I assume, and I imagine 

o ; . Mr. Bissall must have shared in this, we discussed what, it was 

; dll about, th- operational problems involved, so that he, in 

; turn, could be somewhat sensible about what his own supportin': 

rule m tnis miunt be.

; When I say this, it is a r-.asoi.ahl e assumption but it is

not direct recollection.

Mr. Baron. Does this cable indicate to you that you did

TOP SECRET
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9

] ■;

dispatch ■S'f5ney^<^ottl'ieb~> tothe Congo on a highly sensitive

5

8

1.

mission?

more

Mr. Tweedy. It

Whan you say I

accurate to say

does indeed.

dispatched him,

that Mr. Bissell

I would say it would be

and I dispatched him.

am sura the authority for him going would have come from he

rather than me, but we arranged the details.

Mr^ Baron. Your comment about the fact that the authority

would have flowed from Mr. Bissell dlrecty is borne out, is it

not, by Mr. Bissell's initials on this cable?

both

Yas, exactly.Mr. Tweedy.

Mr. Baron.

the DDP and

cable?

Mr. Tweedy.

Was that a fairly unusual practice, to have

the Chief of tha Africa Division sign a

Quite common. Throughout the organization

' on matters of either particular sensitivity or so important that

the DDP wished to ba constantly informed about correspondence

on a

send

That

subject, the Chief of the Division would originate and

out

wag

Mr.

cables and have it actually signed off by the DDP.

quite a

Baron ,

document, of tha

common practice in the Agency.

Do you have a recollection, having seen this

fact that you set up a special channel using

YQProp sensitivity indicator?

Mr. Tweedy. I did not recall Y^JPROP, but I r«ca11 spacial

channels.

TOP SECRET
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yoursalf

Mr.

8

9

11 ,1

1.

in

up

Baron. Thia would have restricted all traffic from

to Chief of Station, is that correct?

Tweedy.

my absence.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Baron.

Tweedy.

Baron.

Tweedy.

Baron

Tweedy.

Baron.

My Deputy would also have access to it

That would be Glen Fields?

Yes.

Would Richard Bissell have access to it?

Indeed he would.

Allan Dulles also?

Certainly if ha wanted, absolutely.

Why was a special communications channel set

in this cable?

Mr. Tweedy.

This, again,

matters. If

of the first

was

one

Because of the sensitivity of the subject.

a frequent procedure in the Agency on sensitive

was about to mount a sensitive operation,

things normally done was to set up special

communications procedures so the dissemination of the messages

could be restricted to what was required.

Mr. Baron. In the especially sensitive subiec

which you were restricting communications access was the elimi-

of Lumumba by one means or another?

Tweedy.

Barer. . Wha*- wag th« assignment t

was to explain to the Chief of Sta

Congo?

TOP SECRET
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possible

Tweedy. That, I do not recall. I can only assume

that Sidney Gottlieb”!would have discussed with the Chief of

Station instruments which TSD might have which could be of

assistance in an assassination attempt I assumed he discussed

b'

6

7

8

9

1C

his inventory

trying to come

bast chance or

whatever it might be, and

to some conclusions as to

the most practical chance

the two presumably ware

what might have the

of being used.

This is my assumption. I think in this

would have been the purpose of the exercise.

Mr. Baron. Let m„ represent to you ths

{Gottiiab^about two conversations that he had

before he undertook tht mission to the Congo

1960.

First, when :T)r. Gotti iab\ 1 ooked at this

early stage, that

testimony of Sldne

at Headquarters

in September of

cable and some

subsequent cables which we will discuss today, ha

cables applied to himself. He con firmed the fact

a trip to the Congo and arrived on Sentamber 2*th

by a subsequent cable,

by another cable

b^ sa id

the

said

tha t

.these

he took

and- left or. October Sth. as is indicated

before h

Congo

ai.d c,iBll Fields in which you in

the Congo and give

with instructions to assassinate Lumumba

and to instruct the Chi-

TOP SECRET
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which thia lethal material could ba administered through

2

5

6

8

9

Lumumba's food or toothpaste or something that he would ingest.

Mr. .flo£t~ri'al5jalso testified that in

.’I indicated to him that these instructions

Richard Bissell** authority.

Did that conversation taka place?

{Discussion off the record.)

Mr. Tweedy. His testimony does not

that conversation you

ware being given at

basically refresh my

memory. The only aspect of it which I would find unrealistic is

that he had an instruction from me to tell the Chief of Station

to use this material and go ahead and assassinate Lumumba,

that is

nk, tha t

perfectly feasible.

all the authority tha*- was necessary.

does not make

do not recall

am not going to deny what^sTdlsaid.

that I told

sort of get

assassinate

him, in effect,

the show or; the

Lumumba w i thout

way it would have happened.

to go to

road and

sense. The rest Of it is

it in tha detail, but I

I think his racollection

ths Chief ot Station and

use the poison and

any further ceremony is iust not th

Baron. Why is tha*-?

Tweedy. For the simple reason that under no circums

would that instruction have been given by me without reference

to higher authority up through tha chain of command.

Baron. When ycu

what do you mean?

TOP SECRET
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Mr Tweedy My higher authority In the first Instance

2

5

would be Mr. Bissell.

Baron. ■GottTieS]did testify --

Mr. Tweedy. I understand.

Mr.

Mr. Baron, — that you referred in your conversation with

6 him to the fact that you had authority from Mr, Bissell for the 

7 assignment you were giving to Gottlieb,

6 Mr, Tweedy, The only thing that Mr .‘{Gottlieb. would disagree 

9 on is that there would be no further reference, which his 

statement implies from Leopoldville before they took any action 

on this matter, in other words, take 

matter, and that was never a matter, 

J tion, that was ever delegated by Mr.

14

the final action on this

to the best of my recollec-

Bissell. In other words,

Mr. Bissell never said, look, you have the picture, go ahead 

1 ;■ and do it in your own good time without any further reference 

16 to me or anybody else, nor is the tenor of this correspondence

I read it that way at all.

Mr. Baron. Do you recall if Mr. Bissell ever want as

telling you that if an opportunity arose to carry off th 

assassination of Lumumba in a s i tuat ion where i t wouId be 

practically impossible to confirm, that there was aut.horit 

for proceeding with the assassination with Headquarters, 

the Chief of Station would be, under those circumstances, 

author i zed to proceed to assassinate Lumumba?

Tweedy, No, I do not.

TOP SECRET
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1

2

Mr. Boron Do you have a recollection about that one way

or the other?

5

6

7

8

.9

this

Mr. Tweedy

way.

Mr. Baron.

I do not recall that he ever put it to ma

Let us than break down your statement about this

meeting with (Dr. GottlietA into component parts. 
"" him

it

You agree now, having heard :pr, Gottiiebtestimony, that 

ia true that you had asked , Gotti1ebjto go to the Congo?

Mr. Tweedy. Indeed, as I assumed I had, yes.

Mr. Baron. It is also true that you knew that 'j}r I

was to carrv a lethal material to the Chief of Station in the

Congo?

Mr. Tweedy. If ha says so, I do not disagree with him.

I do not frankly recall that at this noint, but I am perfectlv

wadded to accept. what he says.

Mr. Baron. Assuming, for the moment, that you would havt

required the Chief of Station to check back with Headquarters 

before ha carried out an assassination mission, would it be 

true that vou assigned Djr. Gott1.iethe task of instructing

the Chief of Station to a s sa s s i r.e e Lumumba on that basis?

Mr. (□r. Gottii.e^ was the head of the Technical

Division, or whatever it was called in those days.

Mr. Baron. Let me j ump in for a moment.

At this point, for about a and a half, ha was the

Science Advisor to Mr. Bissell, and he moved to Technical

TOP SECRET
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5

6

Services shortly thereafter.

Tweedy. The way you put it to me was that I instructed

The anuwar to that is, I am

sure I never instructed Aotyt 1 iabj to assassinate Lumumba. This

is

to

to

the way you put it to me.

Mr. Baron. Let me correct that.

What I meant to say was

convey the Instruction to the Chief of Station that he was

assassinate Lumumba if he found a way to do it and if he

confirmed it with Headquarters?

Mr :. Tweedy. My answer to that is almost certainly not.

That would have beer, covered in other correspondence, which T

think is demonstrated by these cables, to the Chief of Station

direct from me with authority of Mr. Bissell. I

। used, neither would Mr. Bissell, Mr

for thi s instruction..

Baron, {^r Gotti ie’b| has also testified

f rom carryinn the materials to ths Ch i"f of

instruct i nq

Congo ;

Chisf of Station.

would not. havt

the channel

that, a s id e.

station and

use and givina him an instruct ion about a

a Lumumba, had one fur th.

wts to sarvt as a technical advisor to the

feasibility of usinn these biological

substances to carry off.th- operation.

As s ta v down there f

a short period of to datemine the technical fbasibil i

TOP SECRET
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of

up

5

6

7

a
9

the operational plan that ths Chief of Station might coma

with.

Mr.

with his

he would

Chief of

Tweedy. This seems

technical knowledge

be in a

Station

operation. That

ha

quite reasonable to me. Presumably!

of the nature of those materials

position to either

as ha attempted to

comment on or advise the

put together some kind of

makes good sense to me

He would require/ basically, a technical advisor.

Mr. Baron.- <prT"Gottl:£ebnalso testified that the materials

took with him were of a fairly short life. Their toxicity

would wane within a matter of weeks.

Giv<sn that bit of information to refresh your recollection,

does that make

the Chief of Station in actually carrying off the administration

of these drugs, as opposed tn giving him general instructions

in the use of such lethal substances?

Mr. Tweedy. I do not know really that T can comment on

that. If the materials would deteriorate fast, the use of

possible,

to he expeditied, but

field, again,

our concern that this

done right,

coi.ccd 1 ed .

would necessarily have

Headquarte

demonstrated in this correspondence was

thing could be done at all, that it be

and t.ha*- the U.S. hand should ha

If this w,re at odds with the life of these materials, ’

TOP SECRET
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6

9

think that would have just been too bad. But I think it Is 

perfectly clear that we would not have expedited anything at 

the risk of doing it unprofesslonally.

Mr. Baron. At the

after talking with you,

to the Chief of Station

point that jffit'tTi'eb- left for the Congo 

would he have been enpowered to convey 

that an assassination of Lumumba could 

be carried off if he could meet the criteria you just laid out, 

B concealment of the U.S. hand and use of these materials before

their potency waned?

Mr. Tweedy. My answer to that would be he would be In no 

position to do anything more with the Chief of Station, if thev 

reached that point in planning, that as of the last time he 

. was at Headquarters that there would probably ba an approval

from Washington.

Mr. Baron. You would expect, then, the Chief of Station 

would have been expected to reconfirm with Headquarters the

fact that ha had a go-ahead?

Mr. Tweedy.

Mr. Barer..

conversation?

It would never have occurred to

Mr. Baron. It

you would have made

Mr. Tweedy. I

would ba your testimony that., although you

ipr , - Sottl ircCd1 1

that clear tofn'r’.‘ Cott 1.b?

would have thounht so, yas, bu* I could no*

comment ar.y further.

Tht*. reason for tha* is you do not recall

TOP SECRET
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Mr. Tweedy. Not only that, Dr~GottlT«6? was as familiar 

as I was with (a) the sensitivity of this particular project 

and what was involved and ths way that the Agency did its 

business, which was things of this kind were not dealt with on 

sort of an offhand basis.

Mr. Dawson. What Is offhand?

Mr. Tweedy. The fact that the field and Dr’.~~'Go ,t~€l~f e were 

given something in the nature of a blank check as to how they 

would go about it and when, without further reference to 

Headquarters.

Mr. Dawson. If we are to tie this to the cables, then, 

is there something in the cables predating ^o~111iah svisit to 

the Congo which would lead you to believe that it had previous Iv 

been authorized by some words in those cables?

Mr. Tweedy. What, Mr. Dawaon, had previously bean 

authorized?

Mr. Dawson. The authorization of the assassination effor*, 

the elimination of Lumumba.

Mr. Tweedy. Only in the most general terms. no operation 

had been put forward by the field. Tn our business, these 

things were done by operational planning, at which point one 

came up with an operation that was agreed upon by the Station 

and by Headquarters, and this, then, would have beer, either 

implemented or not, according to the sav-so -from Headquarters.

Mr. Dawson. That kind of operational planning is

TOP SECRET
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fter Mr.^ottlTsb|arrives in the Congo, is 

This, in effect, is that

that correct?

5

Mr. Tweedy

can tel1 by the

reference to Mr

Mr.

Mr.

sorts of

Baron.

Tweedy,

(Indicating). You

Chief of Station, there is

GottlTeff, as I recall.

In this cable traffic?

ways and

to assassination

no further

In this cable traffic, was looking at all

means of eliminating Lumumba, not restricted

which coincides exactly with my recollection

. of the: period between when ths subject was first

Station and that rather Indefinable period when.

was all over, which, I suppose, basically is the

of Lumumba.

broached to the

disappear*

It

think all of this traffic supports my contention that

under the instructions he was given, the Chief of Sta t i on in

Leopoldville set about exploring all alleys and

crystal clear. There were problems with all of

looked more promising than others. Individuals

found none

them. Soma

who might be

used obviously looked more promising than others. Some were

discussed and discarded. We commented on some. And so it

Mr . I think, that we should proceed in a moment

to go through these cables with a close eye, one by

One further point Ottl.irtbJ^sj testimony,

to him, he said he was under th-, impression that it

Agency procedure

one.

to be

was mere 1

mission like this one the

TOP SECRET
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that

that he should check back with Headquarters before he proceeded

•! with assassination of Lumumbathe

Mr

I cannot

w 1 thconceivable to me that I could have had this conversation

DOS3 lb1 “

have explicitly mentioned themight netto the Congo vou

the Chiefrequirement- that

to move ahead withto reconfirm hi 3 duthority

I am notIt is ,cSdy . suppose,

possible.

and on

would no t a s ■would De d s

1 a 1.1 0thir.o and the

I was havinu wi*-h tha Chiefbasic cor r dspond ence tha*-

i *• nrobfl b 1 eor i fi

about his missioninstructions' that in vour

Station return Headquartersto

that any

that this would be covered inhim and not mentioned this

butrnr.

recall what I said to him, It certainly is perfectlv

I cannot comment on his statements becauseTweedy

1.01 the wa y

So then itbarou.

thati t h

TOPSECRET

Station probably would check back with Headquarters 

prudent Chief of Station would check back to reconfirm his 

autborltyto go ahead with an assassination operation 

‘GottlTebjsaid in his conversation with you he was not told

ha should convey to the Chief of Station the requirement

to 'Sidnay Gott.lieby

TOP SECRET
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2

Chiefs in the field, to a greater extant than£Dr. gqttTieb| would .

The last thing I am doing is impugning his veracity and

his testimony.

Mr. Baron. Whan you say it is not the way we do business,

5 II you meant to say it was your understanding in general Agency
II

6 •! practice that the Chief of Station in a situation like this 

7 jl would be expected to check back with Headquarters?
i|

6 !j Mr. Tweedy. Whan a Chief of Station was given the author 1 ti

9 j, to carry out something entirely on his own initiative, that

1' was mada quite clear -- I'm not talking about this case, I mean

. ' generally -- this was made quit* clear.

Mr. Baron• When you ware talking about the fact that

"this was not the way that we generally did business," you wer

not referring to the fact that you would have made it absolute’" 

explicit in any conversation with""Sidney’Gottiie6T or anybody 

like him who was undertaking a sensitive mission that the Chi*-.' 

of Station would be expected to chuck back?

Mr. Tweedy. If I had not mentioned this to ^Sidnev Got^l: eT 

and he said I did not, I am perfectly prepared to believe him, 

it would be because it never occurred to me that the Chief of

Station would act in any other wav. That is it.

Mr. Dawson. Of course, Mr. Hedgeman also testified tha t 

it i.ever would have occured to him to have carried this out 

without having check-.d back , and he did so, of course; the 

cables will show that verv clearly, What, we are trying to fc-us

TOP SECRET
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on is exactly what Mr. Go€€rieI55’convayed to Mr. Hedgwman,

5

6

8

9

say

whichI, of course

Mr. Tweedy.

Mr. Baron.

Mr. Tweedy.

you could not testify to.

I

Or

I

could not.

what you said to him.

think it la quite possible that I did not

to Mr. Gottlieb, Sid7.for Heaven's sake, do not have the

Chief of Station go off assassinating this fellow without

referring back to

f to ma to do that.

Mr. Dawson.

was aware of this

Mr. Tweedy.

Mr. Dawson.

Station Chief for

aware of

Mr.

say that

Headquarters. It would never have occurred

It would have bean, in my view, superfluous.

You are, of course, aware that Mr. iHedgerar,

practice in the Agency?

Certainly.

You had

a short

Agency practice?

Tweedy. il think

seen

time;

that

that happen. He had only been

in spite of that, he was

it would be perfectly true

any clandestine services officer who had reached

still

certain seniority in field experience whether he was Chief o

Station or not, he' would have sucked this in with his mother’s

milk. We were, if I may say so, a very d i sc iniined orcaniza

tha t regard.

Mr.

apply to

Dawsou. Specifically as to Mr. Hadgeman,

him also?

eedy .

Baron.

It would indeed.

us proceed then to a docuniBr.t

TOP SECRET
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Exhibit 3, which is a cable from Bronson Tweedy, to the Chief 

of Station for his eyes only on September 22, 1960.

(The document referred 

to was marked Tweedy 

Exhibit No. 3 for 

identi f icatlon.)
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1 Mr. Tweedy. This is mostly discussion off

Mr. Baron. The man you referred to was at this time an 

agsnt that was in contact with the Chief of Station?

Mr. TWeedy. I remember him very well, I could not possibly

remamber his name. I ramamber him vary well; I met him later.

Mr. Baron. He proved to be a highly effective agent for 

the Station?

Mr. Tweedy. he was a very good intelligence agent, an 

excellent intelligence agent, for the simple reason that ha

1 was able to make contact with groups and madia Ln the Congo

which was vary difficult for non-Africans to reach. He was,

source basically;

not an action source, but ar. source.

Mr. Baron. When you read the sentence that is at the 

beginning of paragraph B or. the first, page where it says: 

"Concur this possibility worth watching, but if decided support 

for ’^pnnp objectives. Believe essential such be provided 

through third national channel with PBPRIME role completely 

concealed.

What are you

Mr . I am not sur->; I do no* r amwiber. I do

rtea 1 1 what the incoming

thi i A whn t

What ? am obviously

said.

I wa s to us<-

TOP SECRET



directly in an assassination attempt

30

that I would

not dismiss it out of hapd.

<i Mr. Baron. You would ba concerned about its’security?
>!
ii Mr. Tweedy. Absolutely.

; Mr. Baron. You then would say the phrase "YQPROP objec-

| tives" would refer to an assassination attempt? 
■i

Mr. Tweedy. Yes.

8

9

Ji'
<iH

i: !!

Mr. Baren. That the assassination# discussion of an 

assassination attempt, was being 'festricted to the ^YQPROP 

channel?

Mr. Tweedy. Yes.

Mr. Baron. On the last page of this document --

Mr. Tweedy. The only thing that worries me about this

■conclusion

•' paragraph.

of mine is this, the more I read it, 2-B is another

which may not have had anything to do with

, at all and I do not feel, at least I cannot recollect, why

any leaks would almost certainly have included theTe, ng_____ , u—-

if ware involved in this. Thus, I am inclined to
txM___

feel I am talking about somebody else and not

Mr. Baron. I will represent to yon in other cable traffic.

I believe, which we will review as w« proceed here, there was

discussion of the use of ano1-’’--

Mr. Tweedy. This was orobahlv the 
~______ivi __

this refers
ng_

to B here I do

case. I do not think 

not think refers to

I cannot recall

TOP SECRET



Mr. Baron. Who?

YQPROP objectives would still refer to exploring possibilitl 

to an assassination attempt?

Mr. Twaedy. Yes.

Mr. Baron. This may refer to exploring it with a 

different agent?

Mr. Tweedy. Yes.

Mr. Baron. On tha last page, paragraph 3, it tells the 

Chief of Station: "Not intended you construe above comments 

as basically negative. You and colleague understand we cannot 

read over your shoulder as you plan and assess opportunities. 

Our primary concern must be concealment PBPHIME role unless 

outstanding opportunity emerges which makes calculated risk 

first class bet. Ready entertain any serious proposals you 

make based our high regard both your professional iudoment.s. "

What are you referring to in that paragraph? what massacre 

are you conveying to the Chief of Station?

Mr. Tweedy. Well, I think if you read the cable you will 

notice that wc have found difficulty with a number of his 

proposals. These were exolorat.orv proposals. I wanted --

Mr. Baron. For carrying off an assassination mission?

Mr. Tweedy. You keep coming off with an assassination 

mission as if this was always just, around the corner. What. I 

am saying is, we are in a period haro quite common in our 

business of very intensive operational planning and exploration.

TOP SECRET



1 All sorts of things ware coming up from ths field. I had

2 j commented on it here i in the and» I say t do not be discouraged

•*’ | because you do not see the probable channel we will use. I

• assume the colleague was {Sid Gottiie6^. because I guess he was

II still there.

° Mr* Baron. The first time he had not arrived, but you had

7 | already cabled that his arrival was imminent?

® |l Mr, Tweedy. I assume that that is the colleague. I do

9 not think he would have talked to anybody else on it. That is
10 ;! dll it means.

1 It is, if you like, a technique of management.

Mr. Baron. Moving on to a document that we will mark

j ■■ Exhibit 4, the naxt cable, is from Allen W. Dulles of September 

K 24, 1960 and your pseudonym is also listed as one of the senders 

1: of the cable to the Chief of Station.

(The document referred

1 • to was marked Tweedy

Exhibit No. 4 for

' ' identification.)
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s 1 । Mr. Baron. In this cable, in the first paragraph, it says:
I p ll
4 - || "Wo wish give every possible support in eliminating Lumumba
_ J
I II from any possibility resuming governmental position or if he fa 1 l.r

in Loop" — moaning Leopoldville -- "setting himself in Stanley- 

1:1 I ville or elsewhere ?
I'

6 I First, for the record, any time your pseudonym "Jadwin" or

7 !! your name "Tweedy" appears in the upper lefthand corner of a 

b cable or your signature appears on the bottom, you dispatched 

? that cable? Is that not right?

1:J I am refbrrim generally to the cable traffic.

i ■ Mr. Tweedy. Wha t it means is this. T t conId mean suvtri1

* things, but I personally dictated the cable and dispatched it

5 I / without further reference, or for some reason I constructed th* 
i

Im cable and had it released by a higher authority, either Mr.

15 " Bissell or Mr. Dulles. Although those were not the only alter-

1C natives, if my name was on it, I was connected with it in one 

-'.7 form or another.

I would guess that I dictated the cable and that Mr. Du 1 1 ft:*» ••

I and I do not have any idea how this came about -- Mr. Dulles

" wanted to s3e it, and Mr. Bissell suggest ed that it no out

i ; from Mr. Dulles ar.d myself, T lust do not 'enow, .What this 
£
; : means is, Dulles ar.d Tweedy w-re totally aware of the cable.

:■ Mr. Baron. ,J et urn ir.o then to the sentence I cited from

; . the cable wIir.Fe you ai.d Dulles Were t.ulkir.o about g i v i r.c e'-er/

; : possible support i.u e 1 iminat.i Lumumba, what message --

TOP SECRET



Mr. Tweedy. •Eliminating Lumumba from any possibility
I

I! resuming governmental position." This, if I may say so, reverts 
!i

to the original instruction from Mr. Dulles which was that the 

U.S. position was that Mr. Lumumba must ba removed from a

:i position of authority in the Congo and that assassination was 
H
|l not by any means the only way by which this might be accomplished. 

;| Thia, I think, merely reiterates that it is not a — being 

ij a YQPROP cable does not refer specifically to assassination.

;; Mr. Daron. Would this cable, in using the phrase "elimina- 
। ting Lumumba" in this context contemplate assassination as 

li
at least Ona of the possible means that might be used?

Mr. Tweedy. I am afraid if I may say so you are puttinn 

words in my mouth. This is exactly what it says. He has two 

messages now from Mr. Dulles. The first one, I think, was 

;; perfectly clear. Sir.ca then he has had messages from Mr.

Dulles’ subordinates like myself. This merely makes it clear 

again that. Headquarters wishes to "give every possible support 

in eliminating Lumumba from any possibility resuming government; 1 

jXJsitioi." and I canr.ot say more than the t, and T think to say 

that this stresses asses s i nation wonl-’ quite untrue. But th = 

Chief, of Stet ion in I.eOpc 1 :!vi 1 1 e was already undar instruction 

to be considering thin as or.e of the jxjss ihi 1 ities.

Mr, Huron. As sa ss i i.c t ion?

Mr. Tweedv. This does not char/H tuat .

Mr. Haro,.. I think that is fine.
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_ Th* interesting aspect of that sentence for ma is the
£
* 2 rest of the sentence where it makes it clear that not only is

1 there a concern about Lumumba being able to resume his position

in Leopoldville, but anywhere else, and it would seam that 
ii

5 !! assassination would at least have to be one of very few means

6 i that could insure that fact that Lumumba would not resume a i
*7 || position of power anywhere.

b Mr. Tweedy. I do not think I can comment any further.

9 Mr. Baron. Let us introduce as Exhibit 5 a cable
f.

I- dispatched from the Chief of Station on Sentember 27th, 1960

for your eyas only, and this cable begins with a reference to
s , , - 1 _
• jfDr . Gotti ieb .
t 4*_________ Jo
* It says he was contacted 26 September. "Wu on same wav*
i

length.” Than it continues, "Hence believe most rapid action

It consistent with security indicated."

!' The next paragraph says, "Basis 2 talks considering

;possibilities:" -- there follows a list of possibilities from

A to G and paragraph 3 on th-s bottom of page 2 says, "Plan 

proceed on basis priorities as listed above, unless instructed 

to cor.tra rv . "

(The document referred 

to was marked TWaedy

F'xhihi t No. 'i for
I

id-.n*- i ication.. )
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S 
£ 
t

1 Mr. Daron. Does that indicate to you that on the list of .

priorities, priority A would have been considered by the Chief

of Station to be his top priority?

Mr. Tweedy. Can you read, by the way, paragraph 2; "Ba s i s

5 2 talks considering possibilities

6 to Stanleyville end taking refuge — that would be refuge, would

a

7 it not?

Mr. Baron. Yes. "Recall from Stanleyville

17

Mr. Tweedy

Brother

Mr. Baron.

and have hint take refuge with Dig

Would thus act as inside man to brush uu

details to razor edge. Also would provide info on food and 
n*i

agricultural problem. Guthman recalling. to Leap."

When Dr.. Gottlieb^looked at this cable, he testified that

this cable Indicated that he arrived in the Congo on the 26th

of September. He had two talks with the Chief of Station whars

they discussed various operational possibilities of gettir.a rid

of Lumumba. The letter A represented their top priority plan.

Would' you agree with that interpret* t i or. of the cable’’

Tweedy, I wo U 1 d th.ink so.

Bar or.. Would you

Tweedy. When he says : proceed on basis

listed above this ana in no* what hn was noirin

b

9

R

Mr .

Mr.

do at the conclusion of this without

out an assassinatior.. He says, what

further rtfsrer.Cd carr-

we set is th■■
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pf
>o

n«
 (A

ra
a ?

O
2)

1 best answer to our problem

Hr. Baron. Does he not Indicate in this cable though

that ha would proceed to implement these plana unless he were

instructed to the contrary? In other words, this very cable

:l might constitute his request for a confirmation.

Mr. Tweedy. I disagree. I think these various possibili- 

h ties still need further exploration is what he was suggesting 

, to Headquarters.he concentrate on,that.is the bast possible use 
tM-l 

3n this including further operational intelligence

1' on the situation which might lead to an agreement that we would

9 : O 
i,

use this man, and than all these others, hut it does not in w 

sense, as far as I am concerned, it is not in ar.v sense thy 

Chief of Station saying, if A looks terribly good I shall just 

go ahead and finish the job without further reference. Ttot at

b all.

Mr. Baron. I do not understand how you. can read tht phras-t 

"unless instructed to the contrary" in that way.

Mr. Tweedy. Because there are other possibilities here.

I am sorry, but I am afraid looking at it fifteen years later - 

in the subject tha* you are engaged in, I think you would look 

at it entirely differently than I would, working on a dav-1 o-da ••• 

nutter with, the Chi ef of Station. There is absolutely’ noth i n«i 

ii. this cable which says that they have th-a answer tc

Mr. Baro;.. Does paragraph A indicate that 1 woo 1■:
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38

take refuge with Big Brother, meaning move into Lumumba's

?. entourage?

Mr? Tweedy. I think probably this would be I am trying

to think how this was.

Was
,_ ok

this possibly]

Mr. Baron. I do not know the operational details.

Mr. Tweedy. lie did have some access to Lumumba's entour-

f
4

4

6

7

8;aga, which was the reason we were so interested.

9

]<■ that [

Mr. Baron. Would you assume that this cable is suggesting 
______ nsl_____

be recalled to Leonoldvllle so that he might

move into |Lumumba ’ s *’ entourage?

TWdwdy. Absolutely.

1 : Baron. Where it says ha "would thus act as inside mt

1 4 to brush up details to razor edge," would you assume that refers

to exploring the means by which Lumumba might be poisoned?

Mr. Tweedy. I think that is quite a possibility.

specifically say I suspect he was our best potential source.

for operational intelligence, if you like, on this .

Than he says "Also would provide info on food and auric

tural problems." I have a vague recollection at this poin*

importantly on aspects of food and

agriculture which was a major political factor within th

then. I cannot put it any more clearly than that.

I think it is that this woul be a byproduct of this,

wc would get mor- good renorting on the subiect.
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9

Mr. Baron. You would read that sentence literally instead

2

5

B

of an oblique reference to getting access to Lumumba's food by

which h

Mr.

Mr

might be poisoned?

Tweedy. I would read it much more literally than tha* .

Baron. Let us turn then to Exhibit 6, which is a

cable from the Chief of Station on September 30th to Jadwin,

which is yourself —

(The document

to was marked

Exhibit No. 6

referred

Tweedy

for

identlfleatIon.)
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Mr. Baron. in which the Chief of Station Bays: No

really airtight op possible with assets now available. Must 

choose between cancelling op or accepting calculated risks 

of varying degrees."
____  r/J
।Jbes t asset available. View necessity act

Immediately, if at all, urge Headquarters authorize exploratory
CM 

conversations to determine if^ ~|willinq take role as

active agent or cut-out this op."

First, would you read the sentence or the phrase "view 

necessity act Immediately, if at all" to refer to the fact 

that at this point {Go tt'l i a b ’ ha d informed the Chief of Station 

that th-j lethal material was of a limited life?

Mr. Tweedy. I cannot really comment on that . That, is 

certainly a perfectly reasonable explanation for that ramark, 

but as I do not know exactly where Lumumba sat on that particu

lar moment when this cable was sent, it might have somet.hino 

to do with his availability or somethin^ else, I just do not. 

know.

Certainlv your first point is a oossibil.ity. ft aquall”

I— makes clear, of course, that although ha-' bjd:i us-t

ir. an on- ra t io.ia 1 intelligence snnnor t. role, ht at this no ir.t 

had liever been cut in on plans. Of course, Chief of Station 

did not know wh'-Ch-.r he would be willir.o *c no a’ong with th: ’■ 

stt up of not.

Mr. Huron. The Chi“f of Station her, is c-si-ferir.a at.
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approach to

Mr.

Mr.

being

Mr.

Mr.

September 1960 signed by Glen Fields to the Chief of Station,

8

(The document9

to was marked Tweedy

Exh tbit No.

id ant 1 *ica tion.1

Tweedy. Indeed.

Let us introduce as Exhibit 7 a cable on 30Baron.

It is clear here, is it not, thatBaron.

Tweedy Yas.

r first on a hypothetical basis --

viewed as a potential assassination asset?

again in the YQPROP channel.
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1
£
I 
I

Mr. Baron. Presumably, It is responding to the cable that

2 wa just looked at, and in this cable, Glen Fields says, "You

are authorized have exploratory talks with to

assess his attitude toward possible active agent or cut-out

5 role.

6 Would you assume that Glen Fields consulted you befor

7 sendinq this authorization to the Chief of Station?

Mr. .Tweedy. Not necessarily. t might have been out of 

town that day. As you will notice, all ha says is, "Yoinara 

1 ' authorized have exploratory talks*-^and "Agree with you initial 

discussions should ba on hypothetical basis." And, of 

course, at that point, we would expect a report from the field 

c or. how it want. He was taking it or.e step further. He minht 

not hav« cleared that with me if 

have perhaps cleared it with Mr.

I ware away. Be might also

Bissell.

Mr. Baron. As your Deputy, it would have bean perfectlv

proper in your eyas for Glen Fields to have issued this cabl^ 

without consulting you?

Tweedy. possible, too, thet

he. eVei. told Mr. Bissell what h- to do.

tell you specifically. This is all that this cable authoriz-s.

I find it ar.tir = ly within his del-qat«d responsibilities.

Mr. Baron. Would it hav~ been standard nrocsdure for

G1c;, Fields, in your absence, to mention to nichard Bissell tha 

fact that such authorization to h- sent to the Chief of Station

TOP SECRET
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I • • on an exceptional and sensitive mission like this one?

2 Mr. Tweedy. Would you say that again?

J Mr. .Baron. Would it have bean standard procedure for

Fields to check with Bissell in your absence before he sent such

5 ij a cable? 
h

6 Mr. Tweedy. No. Field's understanding of his authorities

7 •; and his relationships with ths DDP on such matters were exactly 

b the same as mine. We would have seen eye to aye with him.

9 If I had sent the cable, undoubtedly I would have let

; Mr. Bissell know that I was planning to carry this thing that 

much closer. The reason for that is that, we were getting dost 

to informing a third party tha*- t.hl« was lr. the wind. Therdci -. 

before we actually took this step, I think something like 
. off_____

; this,a third party biinq

2a Mr. Baron. As Exhibit G, we will introduce a cable or.

October 7th, I960 from the Chief of Statin to Jadwin, which

is yourself.

(The document referred

to was marked Tweedy

Exhibit No, 9 for

iden*- i f i cat ion.)
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my memory.

Mr. Baron

; Gotti let?; and het i "Departed Leop for PBPRIME I - -- j

xpiratlon data his materials. However, left

continuing usefulness. Guthman plans continue

5

b

op.

this

5 October, view

certain items of

try implement

Do you have any independent recollection of receiving

cable?

Mr. Tweedy. You know, it's terribly hard when you see

something that clearly occurred, and to me I read, it's

terribly hard at this stage to say, of course I remember. it all

reads perfectly familiar to me now,. To say

cable will perhaps go

Mr. Baron. Based upon having read this

quite specifically

a little beyond

cable at .that

time, which you assume you did, is that correct?

Mr.

Mr.

Tweedy. Absolutely.

Baron. You would have known that 'Sidney Gottlieb had

Congo on October 5th and that th*: Chief of Station

planned to continue to try to

Mr . Tweedy . Which m«ar.s

implement the operation.

that he would continue his

exploratory operational work to see if he could con-. to some

solution.

Mr. Barer.. You would

to an exploratory phase, a phase Chief o

feasibility of assassinating Lumumba

TOP SECRET



opposed to moving to implementing?

Mr. Tweedy. Absolutely. Under no circumstances anything 

• 1 se .

Mr. Dawson. Based upon this Exhibit and the previous one 

than. Mr. Tweedy, is it your opinion that in this case no agent 

was aver asked to assassinate Lumumba?

Mr. Tweedy. Yes, indeed. That also coincides with my

best reco1lection

perfectly obvious

which is not all that damn good. It is 
r_dA__

.was never requested to

assassinate Lumumba, and I have no recollection of anybody

having been asked to do this.

Mr. Dawson. Whether the discussion was hypothetical, as 

outlined in the previous exhibit.

Mr. Tweedy. Yes. .;oT
Hr. Dawson. Why is it obvious that |_____________ was never

asked to assassinate Lumumba in light of ths suntenca in this

cable that reads, "Although did not pick up ball," -- referring 
______ nM__ n

to the f de t that Id id not necessarily pick up the 

ball on assassinating Lumumba in his conversation with the CT i- ’ 

of Station, the Chief of Station nevertheless believed "he 

prepared take any role necessary within limits security acre-•

plish objective."

Does the t not was at ltd 9t '-'I r-.

aS somcOi.c who was prepared to undertake ar. assassination.

if he shotib! be tasked with it?
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Mr. Tweedy. I did not say h« was not. This at that time 
fill

is tha Chief of Station*8 bast assessment of what theF

reaction would ba if tha thing was formally put to him so

bluntly that ha understood entirely what it was all about. I

do not recall, I do not believe any of this residual traffic

indicates that it ever 

my own belief is it is 

would agree to do it.

got so far that we did .that, and I think,

a 50-50 proposition on whether

I think probably in "limits security

accomplish objective" is probably tha controlling factor. I 

cannot really recall anymore.

Hr. Dawson. Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Mr. Baron. Back on the record.

This report on October 7th by the Chief of Station refers

back to the exploratory conversations that he mentioned he

was --

Mr. Tweedy. Implied to by Fields.

Mr. Baron. -- authorized by Fields in the previous cable

o f the 3 0th.

r . Tw e t d y . R i c h t .

Mr. HtrOh. As Exhibit 9 , we will introduce a cable s i n nr.-' 

by B. Tweedy to the Chiaf of Station in the YQPROP channel.

(The document referred 

to was marked Tweedv 

Exhibit do. 9 for
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Mr, Baron. It begins, "Had good discussion your colleague

7 October. Comments followi

"A. Be assured did not expect YQPROP objectives

ba reached in short period and understand current situation

fully warranted return your colleague

And then it continues to discuss the fact that you were

considering dispatching a third country national operator and

a senior case officer from the CIA who would "run this op and

outside agent full time under your direction.

Doan this cable refer to the fact that you debriefed

Sidney Gottlieb?

yes.

Mr. Tweedy. I am sure it does.

Mr. Baron. The first paragraph

the Chief of Station should not feel

That 1s what It must be,

is meant to indicate that

that Headquarters would

ba disappointed in the fact that ha did not pull off an

assassination mission in such a short period of time?

Mr. Tweedy.

All 1 was saying

had no i1lusio

of this would be

I want to ba careful to how I reply to that.

to a vary professional colleague was that we

about the fact that thd planning operation

very difficult, at hast, and would take timr.

and thoroughly agr

prospects, such tha t

fact that irnmed ia tk

X
Gottlieb to return.

But to say

That is

I wa

TOP
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o

fact that we were not overly disappointed that Lumumba was not 

2 assassInatad at

that I had with

Mr. Baron.

this point is just not tha level of intercoursei 

a very professional Chief of Station. That is

Does not tha paragraph A here indicate that

.e objective of ths mission that was discussed in the YQPROP 

channel was to assassinate Lumumba in view or in light of the 

fact

were

thatffio11rieb^had gone to tha Congo with materials that 

9 only going to be lethal for a short period of time?

Hr. Tweedy. That is what it says.

Mr. Baron.

with you is your

operation as one

In other words, what I am trying to explore 

characterization of this entire stage cf the 

of planning and exploration whan we know tha*

Cottiiebjtook materials to tha Congo which would only be lethal 

for a short period of time and presumably was prepared to move 

from exploration to implementation?

Mr. Tweedy. If, as a result of tha Station focusing or.

the problem for tha first time, as a result of Headquarters’ 

request, they had come up with a plan that they thought was 

exceedingly solid and which Headquarters approved, it is not 

surprising, perhaps, that we wanted the materials there to 

advantage of such, if you like, an unlikely event. But this 

wou1d not channe the norma 1 

that the Station would explore,

Headquarters woulJ comment, it would

of events, which would b-

Headquarters informed,

then be a cresendo of
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agreement or no agreement at all raaultlng 

request for approval or either approval or 

5

from either a final

no approval. This

would not have changed.

Mr. Baron Because 'Gottliel?1 took lethal materials to

the Congo with him that had such a short period of lethality, 

6 were you not contemplating at that time that the operation

might wall move from tile exploration phase to the implementation 

8 phase just as soon as {GottYiebjand Hedgeman determined that It

9 was feasible?

Mr. Tweedy. I think I would put it quite differently.

I think that I would say that we would have been remiss in not 

being in a position to exploit, if we reached the point where 

we all agreed that the thing was possible.

If they had merely gone over and said we think wa can do 

1 : it, by why do you not send the stuff from Headauarters, tha*-

If :■ would have been sort of nonsense, if you follow me.

Mr. Baron. You would have expected the Chief of

Station to cabin back for confirmation, but 1 

within your contemplation at tha time

to the Congo, tha Chinf of Station cabled for confirma-

tion, you would probably give him a go ahead to assassinate

Lumumba ?

Baron. the

Twuedy. did

d id not say that at all.l*w c e d y • . I

T not. say that at all. It would not hav-
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1 been my say-so. I do not

!! Agency, who in turn would

levels of the government,

know what the policy level# of my 

have been reflected in ths policy 

would have done if it had come to the

point where somebody said, wa can do it, do you want us to do

5 ' it.

6 Mr. Baron. You would' have referred that to Bissell?

Mr. Tweedy. Yes.

o Mr. Baron. He would have referred it?

9 Mr. Tweedy. He would have referred it according to his

lights. That was not my business. Ila was his own level of 

authority. Ha was as aware of his authority as I was at my 

level. I only assume that this would hav<j been discussed a*

}the highest level, certainly at the Agencv. T assume that the 

;; decision would have had to have been made by Allen Dulles and 

who else he wished to consult in Washinnton.

These are pure assumptions on my part. Under no circum

stances would I have given the go ahead.

Mr. Dawson. That is interesting.

| Mr. Baron. I just have one nore qusstior. or. this lir.e.

“ I realise we ar*-, goina vcry closely over this ground. We would

not be doing it if it weren't important in trying to get you tn 

clarify for the record exactly what shade of meaning you want /

? to attach hare.

: Would it ba fair tc say that when you dispatched ^’o 111 i -

to the Cor.no you expected to hear back - -
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his explorations5

6

cable?

that8

9 means

you of

that.

I am not going to comment on the hope. [ doTweedy.Hr.

frame of mind was on that.not know what my

of the exercise was to see whether thisThe purpose

professional matter.

a plancould submit to higher authoritywe felt that wewhere

higher author 1 tvw« thought madewhich

have to taka the ball and run with it and let us knowwould

what they concluded.

Mr. Baron. vou mean any

than voursdlf?authority higher

It would start withMr. Tweedy.

TOP SECRET
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you were hoping

that time as indicated in the cables of Dulles and the

at that poi ntsome sense,

higher authority her*,By

Mr Baron

Mr. Tweedy

Mr. Tweedy

possible.

Mr. Baron

the Hationa11 would not be concerned with

I expected this would result in a dialogue

between the Station and ourselves as to what might be feasible.

You were hoping?

[Gottlieb[assisting the Chief of Station In

In view of the entire policy of the Agency at

from yourself and Bissell to the Congo 

[Oott Tiebi and the Chief of Station would find a feasible 

of carrying out an assassination mission and then Inform

One thing was clear, that I was the instrument of

r ■■ policy in carrying out the exploration which was entirely a

If the exploration had reached a point

w
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1 to th* President or anybody else, I was perfectly clear in my

2 j mind because of what had occurred and the way that these matters

!| had bean broached to the field by Mr. Dulles, that the thing

•« |! was in the national arena and was just not in the Agency's
t r5 !| arena.

6 t! What Mr. Dulles would have done and what he felt his

authorities ware from higher authority I cannot tell you.

Mr. Dawson. That would have been a matter that would have 

bean between Mr. Hissall and Mr. Dulles, in that correct?

Mr. Tweedy. In the first instance, it would have been 

between Mr. Dulles and the outside world, ths Executive.

; : Mr. Dawson. Tha chain of command won! d h.i ve been, you

j would have talked to Bissell, you would not have been expecte ' 

or would have asked what Mr. Dulles' vi«.w were?

;■ I, Mr. Tw-edy. Mind you, we were also an Aq;ncy that was

very flexible. I am not sayinq Mr. Dulles might not have talk-d

to alxsat thia, that was because Mr. Bissell was not

immediately available, or something of this kind.

What I am saying is at the working level, the operation.'!

1 e v - 1 , the Divisional and t h -t Station 1-tv-l , we had come up 

with a plan which made professional sense to us which we felt 

sound enouoh so tha* we would Present it to our masters, w- 

would hdVi done so and tHe resultant instruction to the fie1 ‘ 

would have daoc-iid-id or. their r-.actio:; as far as I was conc-ir.-.-i ' 

within the Aqancv . As far as Mr . Du Iles was cone er n ad , I can:. "
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tell you

In other words, the degree to which he thought he would

54

f
have to refer further to Washington on, I have no idea.

Mr. Baron. It was your job to find a feasible way to carrv

out an assassination; it was the job of Bissell and those above

6 'll him to decide whether to go ahead, as far as you were concerned?

Mr. Tweedy.

Mr. Dawson.

As far as I was concerned that is the way it

You have no independent or specific recollec-

tlon that you ever went to Mr. Bissell

a shot at this, or we do, and

saying One thing or another?

Mr.

wa could

You have

a nd said, we do

do it this way,

no

not

and hi’

Tweedy.

Dawson.

Tweedy.

evBry single one

Mr. Bissell read the sama traffic I did.

I did not know that.

He read these cables. Whan I say he read

of them word for word all I can say

7

b

had full access to these cables and anythir.g he had not

had ar.v reason to hsl itva he had no

la tura ll-.’,,d O:; progress of th

wou Id been not h *ollowed i

.Mr. Dawson. Would Mu. DulleS hd

Mr. Tw&edy. ’Jot routinely. I think he would have ex pec

TOP SECRET
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1 | Mr. Bissell to keep him orally informed on a thing like this.

2 j He did not want any more paper floating around in those days.

Mr. Dulles was in even another building. Now, we were all down

■1 at the Reflecting Pool at that point, were we not, and Mr.

5 ,i Dulles was on E Street. It doesn’t make any difference. The
1! r*L.

6 |i number of papers on this JQPROP thing would have been restricted

7 । to the absolute minimum. I do not think Mr. Dulles would have

E । expedted to be bothered with the operational details. What he
■i

y 4 would have expected from Mr. Bissell wan progress on planning

1 the elimination of Lumumba by whatever means.

Mr. Dawson. Was the routine way that that Information 

would have been given to Mr. Dulles ~~ for Instance, what J'm 

thinking wag, were there staff meetings at which you attended 

with Mr. Bissell in Mr. Dulles' presence concerning what was

happening generally on a routine quarterly or weekly basis?

Mr. Tweedy Mr. Bissell would have seen Mr. Dulles by and

large svery day.

Dawson They would not. review meetings on a weekly

routine basis?

Mr . He had his own meeting every morn!

Julies did. These wert attended by his Deputy Directors,

which .Mr. Bissell was One.

I used to sec Mr. Bissell -- he had a staff meeting onct

a week which all Chiefs of Division attended. Nothing like

this would be d iscuss ad at those. I had my own private meeti n«n:
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1 with him on these matters whenever it seemed necessary by one 

2 or the other of us.

Mr. Baron. Returning to the cable of October 7th, 1960,

which you sent to the Chief of Station, the reference to a 

senior case officer who might be dispatched to the Congo, is that 

6 a reference to tha fact that Bissell was considering dispatching

7 Justin O’Donnell?

a Mr. Tweedy. No other candidate, no other. I assume that

9 is who it is

1 Mr. Baron. 'O'Donnell's account that he was asked by

Bissell to go to the Congo to carry off the assassination of

Lumumba would fit here?

Mr. Tweedy. Sure.

Mr. Baron. The third country national referred to in this

cable and in other cables as someone you are considering 

dispatching to the Congo to help with the operation, would tha 

be OJWIN or WIROGUR?

Mr. Tweedy. As I told you before, definitely not WDROGUE.

2 Iresumably this other fellow, whose identity and what ha was

Mr. BarOk. The agent that was run by LtyfijiTdM Sflfr

Mr. This would have beer, the man that would

have worked with Justin O’Donnell if it had all happened.

Mr. liar on. That was QJl'JIN. represent to you tha t

QJWIN was the agent who was supervised by Justin O'Donnell.
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Mr. Tweedy.

recollection of it.

Mr. Baron. Let

read that that time, which is my

That is the person I am sure.

me correct myself here.

only

thatI will represent to you that QJVilN was the agent 
- -QjL 

recruited by K$rnbTdgSand sent by [g^il^e^| to the Congo

by 0'Donnell and perhaps by the Chief of Station.

Is that consistent with your recollection?

Mr. Tweedy. No, it is not consistent with

It is certainly consistent with what I read the

you, which I have no reason to disoute. I }ust

the blighter at all.

Mr. Baron. As F.xhibi

October 1 5th f I960, which

It is marked RIBAT LAT

for

my recollection.

cannot remember

t 10, let us Introduce a cable of

no t

the

indicators are usually placed.

sent in the YQPROP channel .

space when sensitivity

(The document referred

to was marked Tweedy

Exhibit No. in for

id tn*i f ica t ion.)
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1 Mr. Baron. This cabla requests the views of the Chief of

2 ‘I Station on suggestion! A, B and C for various covert operations.

" In paragraph C, there is a reference tojjffi^OAK.

Mr. Tweedy, we have received the representation from the

5 j CIA that that was a cryptonym used to refer to Lumumba, 
i'i

6 t1 Is that consistent with your intereptation of the cable?

7 Mr. Baron. It is indeed.

6 Mr. Tweedy. This paragraph C says in part: "Only direct
i!

9 !j action we can now stand behind is to support immobol izinq or
!i JZ

i arresting WtKOAK, desirable as more definitive action might he.

• ,! Any action taken would have to be entirely Congolese."

Now, you signed this cable, but it was i.ot sent in the

special sensitivity channel tha*- dealt with Gottlieb’s mission 

to tha Cor.gS'.

Before w« discuss this cable, let us also introduca into 

the record as Exhibit 11 another cable which you signed on 

October 15, 1960 which was sent in the YQPROP channel to the 

Chief of Station.

(The document re'-rred to

was marked Twbe;!y Exhibit 

vo. 11 for vitr.tJ'-icdfic:.,
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Mr. Baron. This contains the following language: "You

will not* from cable through normal channel currently being 

transmitted" then it continues 'on YQPROP suggestions. You 

5

will probably receive more along these lines as stumbling 

bloc mTgROAK represents increasingly apparent all studying

6 Congo situation closely and his disposition spontaneously 

becomes number one consideration

Mr. Tweedy.

awful English.

Mr. Tweedy.

to said there is

S I think by that, I think it is perfectly God-

9

10 Mr. Baron. The cable continues

Obviously that means that everyone one talked 

no solution to the Congo as long as Lumumba

stays in a position of power or influence there. That is what

that m©ans .

Mr. Baron. The cable ‘continues:

confused by any apparent duplication.

Raise above so you not

This channel remains

for specific purpose you discussed with colleague and also 

remains highest priority.

Now, does this pair of cables indicate that at this point

despite the indication

"direct action would be

the actual position, of

the first cable that wo looked at 

limited to entirely Congolese action 

yourself and others at Headquarters

involved in this operation. was that exploration of an a ssass i na - 

tion mission remained tha highest priority for the Chief of

TOP SECRET



Mr. Tweedy I think that is accurate

2

8

9

io

11

on

We had came to tha end of the road, at least~temporarily

the YQPROP aspect and for tha time being we were

position to approve anything but'what'was discussed
-OZ 
tfFLAP cable Nonetheless, as long as the threat to

in no

in the

the Congo

from Lumumba

for

you

means to

existed, there remained a high priority to search

taka care of the YQPROP planning aspects

Mr. Baron. When the cable refers to the specific purpose

discussed with colleague —

Mr. Tweedy. This is assassination with tGottliaiv I am

sure

Mr. Daron.

priority. Would

It then says: This purpose remains highest

that not indicate to the Chief of Station

that he should proceed to find a way that Lumumba could be

assassinated?

Mr. Tweedy. What this would mean to the Chief of Station

was that he should retain exploration of possible means of

assassinating Lumumba as highest priority. He should continue

to seek means to do this, not to do it.

Mr. Baron. Again, you are maintaining you have just made

yourself clear, as far as

asking him to explore and

Mr. Tweedy. Hothinq

you were concerned, you were still

not implement at this point?

al sbut.

Mr. Baron. Who would hav* had access to or received

distribution of tbs first cable we looked at which travelled ir.
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the/^^FLAT channel? 61
1

2 Mr. Tweedy, it would have been restricted, but not as

restricted as the other

Mr. Baron. Would somebody at the Embassy conceivably

b have been cut in on cable traffic in the channel that dealt with

6

Mr. Tweedy. Could be, certainly

8 Mr.. Baron. In other words; the purpose of sending a

9 second cable on the same day which dealt with action against

10 Lumumba was what?

Mr. Tweedy. The simple reason I think

becaus

obviously

YQPROP.

cannot tall you so — as I said a

I say I think,

few minutes ago,

you’d come temporarily to the end of the line on
OL 

position in ths

| Congo,(ftabutuj would have served to support the

I of containing Lumumba by whatever means. It is

> sama purpose

Once again referring to the original cable

general objective,

all part of the

from Mr. Dul1«

which said all means, in affect, and I think the reason I'm 

putting this in the open channel, the open channel is still

Mr. Baron. Simply the ordinary channel used between

yourself --

Mr. Tweady. Still a restricted channel. RIBAT Isa

restricted thing, in any event. This could have been discusstir’.

with the Ambassador or the Embassy, if any aspect of it seemed
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appropriate by the Chief of Station

Mr. Baron

bean seen by the

Mr. Tweedy

5

6

7

8

9

10

1Z

Dy contrast, the YQPROP cable would only have

Chief of Station?

The Rnbassy would not have been shown this

cable anyway. We do not show the traffic to the Embassy; we

discussed it

to

Mr. Baron. It would have been propr for

be conveyed in some manner?

Mr. Tweedy

Mr. Baron.

Ambassador?

Mr. Tweedy.

Mr. Baron.

have

LAT cable

To be discussed

Between the Chief of Station

Discussed; only orally.

and perhaps ths

By contrast, the YQPROP cable clearly would

bean restricted to ths

Mr. Tweedy. I have no

business was discussed with

believe it was

he could, if he

Mr. Baron.

Chief of Station?

reason to believe that the YQPROP

the Ambassador, I do not

although Hr. Dulles, in his original cable, said

wanted to

Let us introduce as the final exhibit for

the moment Exhibit 12, a cable of October 17, IRfiO going to

Jadwin from the Chief of Station

In this cable, the Chief of Station is responding to your

suggestion that a senior case officer might be dispatched to

the Congo to handle the 'YQPROP operation. He says it is an

excellent idea. Is that a fair Interpretation?

TOP SECRET



Tweedy. Yas

(The document referred 

to was marked Tweedy 

Exhibit No. 12 for 

Identification.)
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Mr. Baron. The Chief of Station

in the fourth paragraph for equipment 

such a case officer were to be sent.

then makes a suggestion

that might be provided i f

'Says,

sent, recommend Headquarters pouch soonest high

make rifle with

hero when lights

would keep rifle

telescopic sight and silencer 

powered foreign

Hunting good

right. However as hunting riflas now forbidden.

in office pending opening of hunting season."

Would you take that to ba a recommendation by the Chief

of Station, if a case officer was sent to the Congo to concen

trate on the YQPROP operation, he should ba provided with the 

kind of weapon that would be suited for a sniper shot at

Lumumba?

Hr. Tweedy. Yes. Not necessarily to be fired by the

case officer, obviously not, but at least used in the operatic...

Mr. Baron. This reference to the hunting season can be

taken as a reference obliquely to the fact that Lumumba was in

UN custody and that there would not be, in effect, "open

or; him until he showed his face outside of nN custocb.

Would that be a rpretation?

Mr. Tweedy. I would not have interpreted it quite the

same way. I would have interpreted it this way, which was if 

it, as a result of Headquarters suggestion that 

providad to the Station, the Station would

a rifle be

up with an

which Haadqua: toperational plan

would approve, thus, la effect, the operation was or.

TOP SECRET
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by a rifl«,that would b* th* opanlng of th* hunting season.

। In other words, th* point wh*r* th*y know how it could b* used 

i| and Headquarters had approved its us*.

Mr. Baron. I have on* other general question before wa

5 'I take a break, and that is, returning to JSi'dney Gottilab’s
|| 'h—-------------- -------- -

6 i| account of his conversation with Richard Bissell about -making

7 ji preparations for carrying off an assassination against an
l! ___ ,

b |. African foreign leader if it were required, -’Gottlieb said in;| --- ---- ,
9 !j that context that h* had higher authority for such an operation.

]■ sGottliob^also said that he clearly interpreted Bissell to maar.

I: that Bissell had Presidential authority for such an operation?

J ;; Did you have any knowledge of such a conversation between 
4
« } Gottlieb and Bissell from any source?
J ' ...............

tape 2b i • Mr. Tweedy. T do not recall that Gottiiab^and I ever

;discussed higher authority and approval. I do not say that it

: < did not occur. I f Gottlieb* said that he had this impression

j in talking to Bissell, I cannot say no, but I cannot, comment

on it further.

o Mr. Barer.. For the moment, we have no further questions
J
" : end we will take a break now and pick up again before the ful I

\ ■ Committee and Executive Session this afternoon.

Thank you very much for your patience in going throunh th.-.:-.

? ; documents one by one. It has beer, extremely helpful to us.

* . (Whereupon, at 1:40 p.m. the hearing concluded.)
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' ■ ■' M "

APPARENT.

3. . FEAR MIGHT HAVE OVERSTATED. POSSIBILITY gl'OriLE 
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